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Paris, August 14th, 2018
With this letter, I would like to express my interest for
the position of the ALAC Subcommittee on Outreach and
Engagement co-Chair (EURALO).
French PhD Candidate with a thesis directly related to
ICANN's multistakeholder governance ecosystem, I am a
member of EURALO as an individual member.
France does not have strong links with ICANN
Ecosystems and not a lot of students make reasearch about
Internet Governance. My journey with ICANN began through
the NextGen program, where I became the first French citizen
to get this fellowship, at Copenhaguen (ICANN58, Denmark)
at this time. Same situation as a NextGen Ambassador at
Panama City (ICANN62, Panama). I could get a CROP from
EURALO for the EURODIG in Tbilisi (2018, Georgia).
France hosts this year the IGF, Internet Governance
Forum, at Paris. It will be the occasion to talk about Internet
Governance and raise awareness about this subject.

My candidature for this position is a part of a modelbased created with Matthias Hudobnik, a strong friend met for
the first time at ICANN58. With the knowledge of French,
English and German language, we want to gain more
communication in order to get new individual users and new
organizations which could apply to be At-Large Structures.

French student, I would like to communicate through
Universities which are places for the Netizens of today.
Additionnally, I have created with friends the French School of
Internet Governance which is going to open its doors next
year. This is an other way to gain awareness about the
importance of IG.
Finally, Engagement would be developped through an
audit of the current situation in order to get figures and call to
actions.

PhD Candidate at Arts & Metiers ParisTech, I have an
Engineer Degree in Industrial Engineering (MSc) from the
Institut des Sciences et Techniques de l’Ingénieur d’Angers. I
am also a EuroSSIG fellow (2017).

